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I. AGRIBUSINESS TRENDS AND DRIVERS OF CHANGE
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Key Agribusiness Trends and Drivers of Change

1. Increased capital intensity driven by both Ag Tech and 
traditional yield productivity improvements

- Continued adoption of high density growing techniques

- Vertical integration: investment in harvesting, packaging, and 
process optimization products

- Focus on ag tech opportunities that increase production and 
improve efficiency by using less water, labor and land

- Rapid digitization of the value chain and the increased utilization of 
big data

2. Additional transparency and compliance driven by the 
consumer

- Upcoming uncertainty around pending legislation and trade 
agreements

- Increased emphasis on food safety and transparency

3. Accelerating consolidation is creating a barbell industry 
landscape

- Growing capital requirements, vertical integration trends and aging 
owners are driving consolidation

- Cascadia believes that consolidation will result in a barbell 
structure where there are 1) large, diversified vertically integrated 
players and 2) smaller, specialized players that dominate niches

4. Movement towards value added crops and new 
varieties of produce and food products

- Consumer dietary preferences are driving demand for new food 
products

- Increased interest in tree fruit, almonds, and value-added berries 
versus traditional row crops

- Strong value-add margins, changes in investor’s investment 
horizons, and geographic diversification are driving investors’ 
interest

5. Greater prevalence of succession and wealth planning 
issues for aging shareholders of multigenerational 
businesses

- The average age of agribusinesses owners continues to increase

- Often aging owners do not have successors that are willing/capable 
to manage an increasingly complex business

As industry currents shift, today’s trends will continue to force sector participants to weigh critical strategic 
decisions and prepare for the future
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1. Increased Capital Intensity and Ag Tech

Global supply and demand forces coupled with labor and input challenges will drive continued focus on 
technology and investment in process improvements throughout the agricultural value chain

• Despite trailing other industries, agriculture is 
experiencing increased technological penetration in 
the sector

- New agriculture technologies are able to demonstrate significant 
value and compelling economic benefits to the grower

- Cascadia is seeing meaningful development and adoption of 
technologies assisting both the grower and providers throughout 
the value chain

• In addition to new data driven technologies, 
agribusiness owners are faced with high capital 
requirements for traditional improvements– from the 
input provider, to the orchard, to the packing house

- Acreage turnover and subsequent spending related to changing 
consumer preferences and a growing demand for organic 
products

- Continued focus on conversion to yield optimization farming 
coupled with water challenges

- Mechanization of the farm/orchard due to labor burden

• There is an increased focus to invest in new 
technologies that decrease costs (labor, inputs) and 
improve yields for agribusinesses
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1. Macro Challenges: Feeding Billion People

Agricultural Data is a pillar of Industry ProgressCore Issue:
• The global population is projected to grow by 35% over the next 

three decades

• At the same time, there will be only an estimated 4% increase in 
total available arable land

• The challenge is to sustainably nourish a rapidly growing 
population without hurting the environment

• Farmers and producers are utilizing technology in order to meet 
the growing demand for food.  The way to optimize the output of 
variable inputs is through precision farming

Investment in Precision Farming:
1. Autonomous Equipment: The farming industry is going through 

widespread automation. Autonomous equipment has the potential 
to improve both productivity and crop yields– on top of long run 
cost savings. Drone technology is also used to survey large fields in 
order to detect problems quickly and efficiently

2. Precision Fertilizer Application:  Determining the optimal amount 
and type of fertilizers automatically through software applications 
and machine learning

3. Precision Planting and Irrigation: Using data to make the right seed  
choices and knowing the exact amount of water to apply to each  
acre of land

4. Precision farming industry could be a $240 billion market by 2050

Source: Goldman Sachs Precision Farming, USDA

▶ Long term global population trends and a potential supply shortfall continue to drive technological innovation in the 
sector

Information
Captured Data

Data
Metrics of the 
Agricultural World

Wisdom
Collective Application of 
Knowledge

Knowledge
Organized, Analyzed, and 
Processed Information
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1. Precision Agriculture

Increased use of precision agriculture technology has allowed producers to collect better information and 
optimize growing practices – ultimately improving efficiency and increasing yields

Source: AT Kearney, Agriculture is Fertile Ground For Digitalization 2016

Fertilizer

Weather

Seed Agrochemicals

Field 
Characteristics

Soil

Optimal 
Yield

Fertilizer

Seed Agrochemicals

Farmer makes 
decisions and 
applies inputs

Crop yields 
contingent on 

farmer’s 
capabilities
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1. Agriculture Digitization and the Evolving Value Chain

• Within the traditional agriculture value chain the grower is liable to imperfect information 
driven by highly fragmented regional distributors

• On the other hand, continued consolidation for chemical, seed, and input providers is giving 
them a greater share of the total industry returns and reducing grower margins

• Improved digital platforms for farmers are evening the playing field by providing farmers 
better, more complete information on pricing and yield improving efficiency and grower 
returns

Evening the Playing Field Provides Benefits

Soil and weather 
analytics

Agrochemicals

Seed

Fertilizer

Soils and weather
analytics

Agronomic 
Advisory

Farm and Retail
Distribution

Grower

Digital Platform for
all inclusive crop 

management

Traditional value chain

Grower

Digital Platform-based value chain

Input flow Recommendation Flow

Remaining Hurdles to Adoption

• Ability to implement depends on available 
capital and risk appetite

• Often large capital investments are required 
to remain competitive

• Succession issues can result in slow adoption

Seed

Agrochemicals

Fertilizer

Source: AT Kearney, Agriculture is Fertile Ground For Digitalization 2016
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Current Challenges Surrounding the Modern Orchard

• The production of tree fruit crops is labor intensive and in some areas 
labor supply is not meeting demands of orchard

• Rising minimum wages are increasing the cost of production for growers 
across the industry

• Injuries from picking fruit on 10 to 11 foot tall trees can be life changing 
for employees and compensated claims are very expensive for 
companies 

• Watering needs are more complex in older traditional orchards versus 
newer high density plots

• Guaranteed scheduling regulations do not fit in with the labor model of 
growers whose production schedules have to be dynamic due to 
variables like weather

• There is uncertainty over immigration policy under the new presidential 
regime and the impacts that it will have on the significant immigrant 
labor force in agriculture

With productivity and profitability achieved in high-density growing, the industry is seeking opportunities to mechanize 
some of the tasks on orchards that currently require large pools of employees for short windows of time and where a 
ladder is required to complete the task

Source: Washington State University, Orchard Mechanization

Shift Toward Technology Adoption

• Increased demand for technology that reduces the need for labor

• Continued movement to higher density growing techniques – Increasing 
yield per acre and minimizing costs

• Significant interest from orchard companies in plant genetics and reducing 
crop variability

• Robotic crop picking is still in the early stages of development but is 
already starting to be adopted.  While this technology may not be ready in 
the near term (next  one to two years), there is potential for widespread 
adoption in the next 7-10 years

1. Technology Case Study: Automation of the Apple Orchard
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Recent Growth in Venture Capital Agtech Financing

Source: AgFunder, McKinsey & Co. Industry Report, BCG Industry Report

Agribusiness Executives’ Investment Priorities 
(BCG Survey)

• New technology and capital needs are driving both 
financial and strategic investment in agriculture

• Digitization and tech innovation in agriculture has 
historically lagged other sectors; however, as attention 
and capital on ag tech continues to grow this is expected 
to change

- In 2015, agribusiness strategics and venture capital firms invested an 
estimated $20-25 billion in Ag tech 

- Venture capital flows into ag tech continue to rise, setting new highs 
in 2013, 2014 and 2015

• Strong increase in VC investment that focuses on using 
data across the value chain to optimize yields for 
agribusinesses

- Venture capital investment in Ag technology totaled $4.6 billion 2015

• Strategic agribusiness conglomerates are investing in new 
and innovative technologies 

- In 2011, Monsanto launched Monsanto Growth Ventures in order to 
invest in relevant Ag technology.  The venture division has made over 
twelve investments jointly with more than 50 co-investors

- Monsanto has also been active in the M&A space, where they’ve 
acquired Agtech companies  such as Climate Corporation, Solum, 
SupraSensor Enterprises, Yield Pop, and 640 Labs

110% 
CAGR

1. AG Tech Investment Opportunity
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1. Highlighted Ag Tech Venture Financings

Impossible Foods: Alternative 
Protein

• Total Capital Raised: $182 million

through four Rounds from eight 

investors 

• October 2015: Impossible Foods 

Raised $108 million in Series D 

financing from Khosla Ventures, UBS, 

Bill Gates, and others

• Founded in 2011, Impossible Foods 

develops ground meats and cheeses 

that are made entirely from plants 

Apeel Sciences: Waste 
Technology

• Total Capital Raised: $40 million 

through three rounds from eight 

investors

• December 2016:  Apeel Sciences 

raised $33 million in Series B 

financing 

• Founded in 2012, Apeel Sciences 

develops pre-and post-harvest 

products and processes from natural 

plant extracts in order to protect 

food crops and keep produce fresher, 

longer for farmers worldwide.

Indigo: Soil & Crop Technology

• Total Capital Raised: $156 million 

through three rounds from two 

investors

• July 2016: Indigo raised $100 million 

in Series C financing from Flagship 

Ventures and the Alaska Permanent 

Fund 

• Founded in 2014, Indigo utilizes plant 

microbes to optimize plant health 

and grow sustainable farming 

Farmers Edge: Decision Support 
Technologies

• Total Capital Raised: $103 million 

through six rounds from four 

investors

• January 2016: Farmers Edge raised 

$58 million in venture funding from 

Kleiner Perkins, Mitsui & Co, and 

Osmington

• Farmers Edge specializes in variable 

rate technology for farming.  They 

provide agronomic solutions to farms 

in order to drive profitability through 

precision agriculture

Source: AgFunder, CrunchBase, Pitchbook
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ClearPath Robotics: Autonomous 

Equipment & Robotics 

• Total Capital Raised: $41 million 
through four rounds from seven 
investors

• October 2016: Clearpath raised $30 
million in series B financing from GE, 
iNovia Capital, and others

• Founded in 2009, Clearpath Robotics 
designs and manufactures unmanned 
vehicles for industrial applications 
The company offers robotic utility 
vehicles, unmanned ground vehicles, 
heavy load material transporters, 
omnidirectional platforms, and 
learning platforms for mining, 
military, and agricultural research

DJI Innovations: Drones & 
Robotics

• Total Capital Raised: $105 million 
through three equity rounds from 
three investors

• May 2015:  DJI raised $75 million in 
Series B financing from Accel
Partners

• Founded in 2006, DJI is a Chinese 
company that produces commercial 
and recreational unmanned aerial 
systems

Granular: Decision Support 
Technology

• Total Capital Raised: $24.9 million 
through two rounds from eight 
investors

• September 2015:  Granular raised 
$18.7 million in Series B financing 
from Tao Capital partners, Google 
Ventures, Khosla Ventures, and 
others

• Founded in 2014, Granular’s
software helps farmers become more 
efficient and make better business 
decisions

Pivot Bio:  Soil & Crop 
Technology

• Total Capital Raised: $17 million 
through two rounds from four 
investors

• March 2016:  Pivot Bio raised $16 
million in Series A from the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, Data 
collective, Jenny Rooke and 
Monsanto Growth Ventures

• Founded in 2010, Pivot Bio uses 
engineering and data science in order 
to produce plant microbes that 
deliver nutrients, protect against 
pests, and improve crop quality 
better than chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides

1. Highlighted Ag Tech Venture Financings (cont’d)
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Resson: Decision Support 

Technologies

• Capital Raised: $14 million through

two rounds from seven investors

• June 2016: Resson raised $11 million 

in Series B financing from Monsanto 

Growth Ventures

• Founded in 2013, Resson is a 

bioinformatics and data analytics 

company, delivering customized 

agriculture solutions for large 

corporate clients

DN2K: Cloud Based Data and 

Information Storage

• October 2015: DN2K received a large 

strategic investment from John 

Deere

• Founded in 2011, DN2K’s cloud-

based solution, “MyAgCentral” 

allows customers to leverage data 

analytics, resulting in accessible and 

predictive knowledge that translates 

into better, more strategic decision-

making

Micasense: Drones & Robotics

• Capital Raised:  $9.4 million through 

two rounds from one investor

• February 2016:  Micasense raised 

$7.4 million of Series B financing 

from Parrot drones

• Founded in 2014, Micasense

provides agricultural remote sensing 

solutions. It allows growers and 

agronomists to detect areas of stress 

in a crop and manage these issues 

immediately, as well as enables the 

precise application of nutrient inputs 

and disease preventative actions 

based on the actual field conditions 

Hortau: Irrigation & Water 

Management 

• Capital Raised: $22 million through 

four rounds from four investors

• February 2016:  Hortau raised $10 

million in venture financing from 

Advantage Capital Partners

• Hortau provides wireless and Web-

based irrigation management 

systems to commercial farmers

1. Highlighted Ag Tech Venture Financings (cont’d)
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Across food & agribusiness, additional transparency and compliance is being demanded both by consumers 
and regulatory agencies

• A key driver for transparency is a renewed emphasis on 
food safety and subsequent traceability

- Consumers are now mandating transparency, and the industry is 
responding

- People want to know more about what’s in the products that they’re 
buying

- People want to understand ingredients, where the products are 
made, and how they are made

- Meeting the traceability demand requires the producer to balance 
production capability vs. food safety/compliance

• The election cycle, both local and national, has 
introduced uncertainty for growers, input providers and 
other service providers to the agriculture sector

- Import/export dynamics may be altered by changes to trade 
agreements 

- Immigration reform and pending labor regulation continue to put 
pressure on growers 

- The FDA’s Food Safety Modernization Act is beginning to impact 
food and beverage manufacturers through tougher controls and 
documentation requirements

2. Additional Transparency/Compliance Driven by Consumer
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2. Production Capability vs Compliance and Food Safety
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Capital investment geared towards increased production capabilities needs to be weighed against the increased need for 
investment in Compliance Processes and Food Safety

Considerations for Food Production Considerations for Food Safety

1) Process Capability & Competence

2) Continuous Improvement Philosophy

3) Capital Equipment

4) Building & Facility
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Source: USDA Economic Research Service, First Research 
Agricultural Industry overview

National Agricultural Production Value

Projected Agricultural Revenue Growth

Food Safety and Product Labeling CertificationsRecent Growth in Venture Capital Agtech Financing
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In the near term, a number of key government and regulatory issues could have an impact on growers, 
suppliers, and service providers

Trans-Pacific Partnership Water and GMO Regulations

• TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership) is a negotiated 12-
country treaty, representing 40% of the world gross 
domestic product, is awaiting action by Congress

- The American Farm Bureau predicts that if approved, it would 
add $5.3 Billion to US agriculture exports

- Most of the agriculture industries support it, including the North 
American Meat Institute, International Dairy Foods Association, 
National Egg Board, United Fresh Produce Association, among 
others

- President elect Donald Trump has strongly opposed this policy

• Major concerns exist regarding the EPA’s WOTUS rule 
(Waters of the United States) expansion taken in 2015

- The WOTUS rule is far reaching and may have a significant 
impact on the food and agriculture sectors

• Also on the table currently is the GMO labeling bill 
implementation, passed in July, creating a national 
standard for labeling foods with GMO ingredients

- Action on GMO ingredients is in the early stages and will likely 
take at least two years to complete

- If implementation is not done carefully it could undercut 
innovation, research and investment in new technologies, 
products and productivity

2. Key Regulatory Issues
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Immigration and food safety modernization programs could have a substantial impact on growers, 
suppliers, and service providers

Immigration Reform FDA’s Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA)

• On the back of the election, continued evaluation of 
comprehensive immigration reform is expected to 
continue

- A divisive issue that has both labor and security concerns, with 
little agreement by either party on a solution

- Currently undocumented workers make up 16% of the 
agricultural sectors

- While comprehensive reform is unlikely to take effect in the near 
term, we may see individual laws passed including the creation 
of a more effective guest worker program

• The FDA’s FSMA was passed early in 2011, but the final 
rules were not put into place until November 2015

- The emphasis of the law is to take steps to prevent food safety 
problems from occurring

- FSMA requires comprehensive prevention-based controls; 
increased and risk based inspections; both foreign and domestic 
supplier verifications; and giving FDA facility registration and 
mandatory recall authority

• In addition to the compliance with FSMA, as it evolves, 
food and beverage manufactures are being forced to 
meet buyers’ mandates, such as GFSI and third party 
audits

- All of these demands necessitate tighter control, more 
documentation and tracking of ingredient and process steps in 
manufacturing

- It is not longer acceptable to simply to be in compliance -
companies must now also be able to prove through documentation 
that they are compliant.  This is forcing manufacturers to make 
significant investments in technology and skilled IT development, 
and integrate these systems and processes

2. Key Regulatory Issues (cont’d)
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Label Insight: Food Labeling 

Transparency 

• Total Capital Raised: $14 million 

through 8 rounds from seven 

investors

• February 2016:  Label Insight raised 

$10 million in Series B financing from 

KPMG Capital, Cultivation Capital, 

and West Capital Advisors 

• Founded in 2008, Label Insight 

collects, aggregates, and analyzes 

food label data to provide the 

government, retailers, 

manufacturers and app developers a 

comprehensive view of food labels.  

Nima: Portable Food Allergen 

Detection

• Total Capital Raised: $13.2 million in 
two rounds from nine investors

• May 2016:  Nima raised $9.2 million 
in Series A financing from Foundry 
Group, Lemnos Labs, SK Ventures, 
and others

• Nima develops tools that enables 
consumers to know about the 
ingredients in food and detect 
allergens

Clear Labs: Molecular Food

Analysis

• Total Capital Raised: $19.5 million in 

two rounds from nine investors

• December 2016:  Clear Labs raised 

$13 million in Series B financing from 

Khosla Ventures, Google Ventures, 

Felicis Ventures, and others

• Founded in 2014, Clear Labs 

provides food analytics while 

standardizing molecular food quality 

for the global food industry

Invisible Sentinel: Food Safety 

Technology

• Total Capital Raised: $10 million 

through three rounds of financing

• January 2014:Invisible Sentinel 

raised $7 million dollars in venture 

financing from angel investors

• Founded in 2006,  Invisible Sentinel 

develops technologies that help 

ensure the safety of food 

production.  They are the creators of 

Veriflow Technology for the food and 

beverage industry

2. Highlighted Food Safety & Traceability Financings
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3. Accelerating Consolidation Leading to a “Barbell Industry”

Consolidation trends continue to be driven by a number of factors locally along with international growth 
and increased demand

• Domestically, increased capital requirements, regulatory 
uncertainty, and succession issues are spurring M&A 
activity

- Local companies across the agribusiness value chain are faced with 
the question of investing significant capital or merging with larger 
competitors

- In the Northwest, succession issues with several of the largest apple 
growers may force consolidation

• Internationally, long term secular growth trends are 
encouraging foreign appetite for American food and 
agribusiness assets

- From the middle market to mega deals, food and agribusiness deals 
continue to attract global attention

- Foreign businesses have begun to look to the US to help solve 
increased demand from a growing global middle class

• Consolidation in agribusiness is also, in part, being driven 
by historical waves of growth and consolidation at the 
retail level

- The retail landscape in food is requiring either large vertically 
integrated growers and processors that have the ability to service 
them both geographically and seasonally or companies with a 
defensible niche that fill a consumer preference

- Companies will either have to invest in technology and production to 
scale and move to one end of the “barbell” or it will be hard for 
them to compete moving forward
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• Meet demand across seasons – year 
around product offering

• Just in time delivery capabilities

• Detailed traceability and reliable food 
safety protocols

• Internal capabilities and ability to 
service large global and domestic 
customers

• Ability to fill a retailers entire product 
offering across multiple varieties and 
produce

Players in the middle will be forced to 
adapt and either grow, specialize, or 

exit

Retailer Demands and Needs

Major retailers and big box chains needs necessitate a level of scale not available to many growers which is 
triggering an M&A wave through the value chain

Smaller, specialized players that 
dominate a niche

Larger, vertically integrated 
players

3. Retail Needs Driving Consolidation through Supply Chain
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Global food demand is expected to increase 60 percent by 2050.  Sugarcane, corn, and rice are the three most 
produced crops.  Brazil is the largest producer of sugarcane, the US is the largest producer of corn, and China is 
the worlds largest producer of rice

Global Food Demand

Source: World Bank, US Census Bureau

Increased Food Accessibility

Evolving Consumer Preferences

Source: AT Kearney Agricultural Technology Overview, Statista, IFOAM  Organics International

The perception of meat is changing in a variety of geographies.  Over the past few decades, meat consumption grew 
steadily.  This growth trend is forecast to slow and ultimately flat line in the coming years.  Meanwhile, organic food 
sales are forecast to grow rapidly as people are becoming more health conscious about the food they consume

China’s Meat Import Growth

Source: USDA Economic Research Service. Agriculture & Applied Economics Association

Source: First Research Industry Profile 

China is the largest export destination for the United States, receiving 18% of the total agricultural export value in 
2013. As China enters a new phase of economic development, its demand for higher- valued products like meat and 
dairy products is growing rapidly
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The global population is expected to grow to nearly 9 billion people by 2040.  Meanwhile, arable land resources per 
capita is expected to fall.  With fewer land resources, producers must create higher yields per hectare in order  to 
meet growing demand for food
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3. Global Secular Preferences and Consumer Tailwinds
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• ChemChina announced the purchase of Syngenta for $42 
billion. The purchase of Syngenta would make ChemChina 
the largest supplier of pesticides and agrochemicals in the 
world. The purchase also gives ChemChina greater access to 
American and European markets, where the majority of 
Syngenta’s sales come from

• Earlier this year, Bayer announced the acquisition of seed 
producer Monsanto for $66 billion. The combined entity 
will command more than a quarter of the combined world 
market for seeds and pesticides Expected annual cost 
savings and revenue synergies are approximated at USD 
1.5 billion by year three

Deal 1: Bayer & Monsanto

Deal 2: ChemChina & Syngenta

Announced 
Multi-Billion 

Dollar Mergers Deal 3: Dow Chemical & Du Pont
• Dow Chemical announced the merger of equals with Du Pont 

for a reported $69 billion. The merger intends to create three 
industry focused, independent companies. Together, the 
combined companies will control a 41% share of U.S. corn 
seeds and related genetics

3. International Players and Consolidation Trends

Agriculture input providers continued to consolidate throughout 2015 and 2016 led by large, international 
conglomerates

M O N S A N T O
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3. Foreign Investment and Chinese Driven M&A

Key Chinese Foreign 
Investments

Target Markets

Drivers of Chinese 
Agricultural Investment

• In August 2016,  Chinese state-owned COFCO acquired the remaining minority stake of Nidera, an agricultural 
commodities trader 

• In 2013, Chinese meat producer Shangui, purchased Smithfield foods for $5 billion, a 30% premium to market. 
Smithfield foods was the world’s leading pork producer

• ChemChina purchased Syngenta for $59 billion, one of the largest pesticides and agrochemical producers in 
the world

• A growing middle class and  improved standard of living along with subsequent increased demand of meat and 
other high value agricultural commodities

• An emphasis on food security and safety

• Government mandated foreign investment globally

• Attractive asset prices driven by weak commodity markets

• Meat production and Importation

• Genetically Engineered Seed and Crop Protection

• Process, Marketing, and Distribution of Agricultural Commodities
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3. Highlighted Strategic M&A Transactions

Microbial Technology

• January 2016: Koch Agronomic

Services, a subsidiary of Koch 

industries, acquired Pathway 

BioLogic, a microbial science 

company based in Florida

• Pathway BioLogic, LLC 

manufactures and markets 

microbial products for agriculture, 

turf and ornamental markets

• The acquisition will help Koch 

industries bring bio-stimulants 

into the market place

Precision Agriculture

• November 2015: Deere & 

Company (NYSE: DE) acquired 

Precision Planting, Inc. from The 

Climate Corporation, a subsidiary 

of Monsanto

• Deere purchased precision 

planting for a reported $190 

million

• Precision planting was originally 

purchased by Monsanto in 2012 

for $210 million

Cloud Based Data and 
Information Storage

• October 2015: Syngenta acquired 

Ag Connections, a cloud based 

data and storage company that 

helps farmers manage their 

operations

• After a multi-year contract, 

Syngenta purchased 

AgConnections completely in 

order to accelerate growth of 

digital solutions and enhance 

farm management

Predictive Weather Analytics

• October 2013: Monsanto 
acquired The Climate Corporation 
for $1.1 billion 

• The Climate Corporation uses 
machine learning to predict the 
weather as well as other key 
variables for agribusiness.  
Climate Corporation was 
previously backed by Google 
Ventures, Khosla Ventures, and 
other major VC firms

• Monsanto acquired The Climate 
Corporation as a way to enhance 
their big data capabilities in order 
to optimize  farming practices 
globally.  In 2014, The Climate 
Corporation acquired Solum, a 
soil analysis company

Source: AgFunder, CrunchBase, Pitchbook

Acquired

Acquired
Acquired Acquired
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Consumer preferences for certain varieties coupled with organic tailwinds are pushing growers and 
processors to continually add new varieties and food products across the value chain

• The food and beverage industry is still experiencing 
significant pull from consumers for new healthy products

- For growers, converting land to meet organic specification is both 
time and capital intensive; this is further complicated by long waits 
and shortages for tree stock with nurseries across the region

- The demand for new products that are transparent, healthy and 
organic allowing for new offerings to come into the marketplace

• Recently consumers tastes have begun to change more 
rapidly and decisively as buyers become more open to 
premium food products

- Apple varieties, such as Honey Crisp, performed well for growers 
who were able to plant acres of this variety

- For apples, this has been a shift as it is one of the few varieties that 
has been pulled through by the consumer

- Changing consumer tastes are forcing growers and manufacturers to 
make long term “bets” on the next hot variety or product years in 
advance

- The example in apples is being experienced across the value add-
crop landscape

4. Movement Towards Value Added Crops / New Varieties
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4. Migration to Value Added Crops

Northwest Fresh Apple Crop

Washington is the number one producer of apples in the United 
States. The 2016-2017 harvest is projected to be the second or third 
largest in state history

Apples’ US Bearing Acreage vs. Commercial Production

Bearing acreage of apples has steadily decreased over the last 
decade, yet the commercial production of apples has remained 
consistent

Top Northwest Agriculture Commodities by State

Washington Idaho Oregon

1. Apples
2. Dairy Products
3. Cattle and Calves
4. Potatoes
5. Miscellaneous Crops

1. Dairy Products
2. Cattle and Calves
3. Potatoes
4. Hay
5. Wheat

1. Miscellaneous crops
2. Cattle and Calves
3. Dairy Products
4. Hay
5.  Wheat

Source: Northwest Farm Credit Services, USDA Economic Research Service  
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Organic Food Share by Type

Source: USDA, Mercaris, Marketline Industry Profile 

• The US organic food market totaled $40.2 billion in 
revenue during 2015, representing a compound 
annual growth rate of 11.2% between 2011 and 2015

- Nearly half of all organic food sales come from fruits and 
vegetables

- Higher disposable income, increasing health consciousness 
among consumers and increased production of organic foods 
should continue to support growth moving forward

• Changing consumer preferences and an emphasis on 
environmental awareness as well as health are 
pulling the shift in production from conventional 
food to organic food 

Expansion of Organic Farmland Bearing Acreage

- Bearing acreage for organic farming on US soil reached 4.1 million 
acres in 2016, a new record and an 11% increase from 2014

- The number of certified organic farms in the US as of June 2016 is 
14,979, which represents a 6.2% increase from 2014 

- California has the highest bearing acreage of organic farmland, 
followed by Montana, Wisconsin, New York, and North Dakota

Organic and natural food consumption continues to grow driven by changes in consumer preference and a 
focus on health and wellness

4. Growth in the Value add and Organic Food Market
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5. Greater Prevalence of Succession/Planning Issues

Aging shareholders of multigenerational agribusinesses are facing important decision points around 
succession planning

• Shareholders in the agriculture sector in particular may 
need to consider strategic alternatives without a logical 
shareholder to transition control of the business

- As shareholders age, ownership becomes more complex and spread 
throughout a family or families

- Long term relationships between the family members and the 
business should be carefully planned and defined

• Increasingly management teams are not shareholders of 
the business – this introduces potential conflicts of 
interest and needs to be managed carefully

- Managing a business to maximize annual distributions vs. the long 
term health of the business

- There are a variety of potential strategic alternatives available to 
shareholders ranging from minority deals to control sales
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• Where to invest to optimize returns and grow given the increasing capital needs across the value 
chain?

• How to optimally balance funding business growth and desired liquidity?

• How to secure and augment perceived stability and strength of the business among all key 
constituents (customers, employees, suppliers, competitors and partners)?

• How to transition the business effectively through generations?

• How to diversify personal or family wealth without selling the whole business or giving up 
control?

• How to define and plan for the long-term relationship between the family and the business?

• How to attract and retain talent utilizing equity incentives that have perceived real value by the 
recipient?

Increasingly, privately held multigenerational businesses are faced with challenging issues

5. Challenges for Multigenerational Agribusinesses
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II. CONCLUSION
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• Fragmentation within the agriculture industry is driving 
a period of consolidation and pushing the sector to a 
“barbell” landscape – larger players who have scale 
and smaller niche players who are specialized

- Mid-sized companies will have to leverage capital to either grow 
or become specialized to continue to compete in the long term

- In the Pacific Northwest this trend is expected to accelerate as 
certain major growers are expected to sell to combat serious 
succession issues

• Consolidation amongst producers is expected to have a 
domino effect across the food & beverage value chain 
– particularly in the Western United States

- Agribusinesses from growers to processors will face significant 
capital outlays to meet new compliance, traceability, and food 
safety demands

- Continuous investment in technology will be needed for players to 
compete in the future

• Picking the right type of investment and capital partner 
is essential to a successful outcome and long term 
partnership, particularly within the food and 
agriculture sector

- Agriculture poses a number of hurdles to traditional private equity 
including: investment horizon, capital intensity and cultural fit

- There are many forms and types of investment capital flowing into 
the agribusiness industry from earlier stage venture capital that is 
funding much of Ag Tech to long term patient capital (family 
office), which is a better match for companies across mature parts 
of the food and ag value chain

External and internal pressures will force producers as well as equipment/service providers and all 
companies within the value chain to take a look at their businesses and explore strategic alternatives

Key Takeaways
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III. PUBLIC COMPARABLES & M&A ACTIVITY
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Comparable Farming Public Companies

($ in millions, except per share data) EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA

Company Price
Enterprise
Value

Debt/
EBITDA

LTM
Revenue

LTM
EBITDA

EBITDA
Margin LTM NTM LTM NTM

Limoniera Company $17.45 $352 6.0x $112 $15 13.6% 3.15x 3.32x NM NM

Alico Inc. $27.60 $449 5.6x $141 $38 27.3% 3.18x NM 11.7x NM

United Natural Foods, Inc. $45.60 $2,891 1.9x $8,672 $304 3.5% 0.33x 0.30x 9.5x 8.8x

Fresh Del Monte Produce Inc. $59.33 $3,214 0.3x $4,035 $336 8.3% 0.80x 0.77x 9.6x 9.4x

Black Earth Farming Limited $0.72 $181 1.1x $99 $27 27.2% 1.82x 1.57x 6.7x 4.9x

Mean 16.0% 1.86x 1.49x 9.4x 7.7x

Median 13.6% 1.82x 1.17x 9.5x 8.8x

Comparable Companies: Farming
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Comparable Agricultural Equipment Manufacturing Public Companies

($ in millions, except per share data) EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA

Company Price
Enterprise
Value

LTM
Revenue

LTM
EBITDA

EBITDA
Margin LTM NTM LTM NTM

Ag Growth International Inc. 
$40.90 $853 $422 $58 13.7% 2.02x 1.78x 14.7x 10.4x

AGCO Corporation $63.99 $6,463 $7,411 $622 8.4% 0.87x 0.87x 10.4x 10.9x

Deere & Company $108.76 $66,884 $26,549 $3,810 14.3% 2.52x 2.87x 17.6x 18.6x

Exel Industries Société Anonyme
$84.62 $770 $850 $0 0.0% 0.91x 0.90x NM 9.0x

The Toro Company $58.69 $6,425 $2,392 $408 17.1% 2.69x 2.58x 15.7x 15.1x

Mean 10.7% 1.80x 1.80x 14.6x 12.8x

Median 13.7% 2.02x 1.78x 15.2x 10.9x

Comparable Companies: Agricultural Equipment
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Comparable Public Seed and Agro Chemical Companies

($ in millions, except per share data) EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA

Company Price
Enterprise
Value

LTM
Revenue

LTM
EBITDA

EBITDA
Margin LTM NTM LTM NTM

Syngenta AG $80.05 $40,081 $12,871 $2,513 19.5% 3.11x NM 15.9x NM

Monsanto Company $104.70 $53,355 $13,502 $3,734 27.7% 3.95x 3.84x 14.3x 13.7x

E L Du Pont De Nemours And Co $74.68 $71,186 $24,682 $4,646 18.8% 2.88x 2.62x 15.3x 11.3x

FMC Corp $59.00 $9,779 $3,316 $672 20.3% 2.95x 2.86x 14.5x 12.8x

Dow Chemical Co. $57.43 $84,118 $46,600 $9,226 19.8% 1.81x 1.68x 9.1x 8.4x

Hunstman Corporation $20.33 $9,143 $9,594 $1,030 10.7% 0.95x 0.94x 8.9x 7.4x

Mean 19.5% 2.61x 2.39x 13.0x 10.7x

Median 19.7% 2.92x 2.62x 14.4x 11.3x

Comparable Companies: Inputs
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Comparable Farming and Ag. Producing M&A Transactions

($ in millions) EV / LTM

Date Target Business Acquiror
Enterprise
Value Revenue EBITDA

EV/LTM
$/Acre 

09/08/16 All Seasons Mushrooms Inc. Fyffes plc $46 NM 7.6x NM

04/30/15 Spearhead International Ltd
Paine & Partners, LLC; Paine & Partners 
Capital Fund IV, L.P. $340 1.2x 6.7x NM

12/02/14 Sitrus Nip Alico Inc. $116 7.4x NM $9,685

12/01/14 Orange-Co, LP Alico Inc. $257 3.6x 8.6x $13,522

08/08/14 Alico (Sugarcane Acres) Terra Land $72 NM NM $2,719

12/01/12 Latt Maxley 734 Investors $46 NM NM $13,376

Mean 4.1x 7.6x $9,826

Median 3.6x 7.6x $11,531

Comparable M&A Transactions: Farming
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Comparable Agricultural Equipment Manufacturing M&A Transactions ($ in millions)

($ in millions) Enterprise EV / LTM EV/LTM

Date Target Business Acquiror Value Revenue EBITDA

05/13/16 Great Plains Manufacturing, Incorporated Kubota U.S.A. Inc. $430 NM NM

12/09/15 Blount International Inc. American Securities; P2 Capital Partners, LLC; P2 Capital Master Fund I, LP $857 1.0x 8.2x

08/15/11 Woods Equipment Co., Inc. Blount International Inc. $185 1.1x 8.7x

12/20/10 Tramco Inc. Ag Growth International Inc. $20 0.7x 5.1x

08/09/10 SpeeCo Inc. Blount Inc. $91 1.2x 6.9x

Mean 0.7x 7.5x

Median 0.7x 8.0x

Comparable M&A Transactions: Ag. Equipment
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Comparable Seeds and Agro Chemicals M&A Transactions

($ in millions)
Date Target Name Acquiror Name Category

Enterprise
Value

EV/LTM
Revenue

EV/LTM
EBITDA

09/11/2016 Agrium Inc. Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan Inc. Agriculture $18,328 1.3x 9.7x

09/06/2016 Canexus Corporation Chemtrade Logistics Income Fund Commodity Chemicals $653 1.5x 9.0x

06/26/2016 Fangda Jinhua Chemical Technology Co., Ltd. Xinyu Haoyue Information Technology Co., Ltd. Commodity Chemicals $1,020 2.7x 23.4x

05/18/2016 Monsanto Company Bayer AG Agriculture $63,488 4.7x 17.0x

02/02/2016 Syngenta AG China National Chemical Corporation Agriculture $45,098 3.4x 16.4x

12/11/2015 E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company The Dow Chemical Company Agriculture $69,105 2.1x 12.4x

07/09/2015 Rentech Nitrogen Partners, L.P. CVR Partners, LP Agriculture $838 2.4x 9.8x

Median $18,328 2.4x 12.4x

Mean $28,361 2.6x 14.0x

Comparable M&A Transactions: Inputs
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IV.   CASCADIA CAPITAL OVERVIEW
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 Leading diversified investment bank

- M&A, private placements, advisory services

- Specialized in-depth expertise across multiple industry verticals

 Founded in 1999, Cascadia has a successful 17 year 
history

- Successfully completed over 235 transactions with more than $7.7 

billion in transaction value

- Representing clients in the U.S. and globally, including Europe, Asia 

and Australia

 Experienced team with successful track record

- Wall Street training and experience  

- Decades of investment banking and operational expertise

- Deep capital markets expertise

 Coordinated delivery of appropriate expertise across 
the firm

- 46 investment banking professionals

- 12 Managing Directors in five cities

» Headquartered in Seattle, with Managing Directors in Los 

Angeles, Minneapolis, New York and Spokane

Our Firm
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Providing a Full Suite of Banking Services

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

We have completed M&A transactions ranging in size from  
$20-$500 million. Our thorough and disciplined process, in 
combination with our deep industry expertise, has resulted in a 
proven track record of delivering successful outcomes for our 
clients.

E N G A G E M E N T S  I N C L U D E :

• Sell Side Representation

• Buy Side Representation

CORPORATE FINANCE

We have extensive experience placing equity and debt capital 
ranging from $10-$250 million. We leverage our deep 
relationships with institutional investors; including private equity, 
growth equity, venture capital, family office, mezzanine and 
venture debt, hedge funds and BDCs. 

E N G A G E M E N T S  I N C L U D E :

• Private Equity Capital Raises

• Public Company Capital Raises

• Recapitalizations

STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICES

We provide our clients with analytical data and insights to 
facilitate strategic decision-making. We advise our clients on 
how to maximize shareholder value and then provide support 
for transaction implementation.

E N G A G E M E N T S  I N C L U D E :

• Corporate Valuations

• Fairness Opinions

• Shareholder Rights Planning

PRIVATE CAPITAL

We listen carefully to business owners and managers and then 
work closely with them to custom design long-term and 
flexible capital solutions. Our approach resonates particularly 
well with family-owned and closely-held companies.

E N G A G E M E N T S  I N C L U D E :

• Acquisition/Organic Growth 
Capital

• Corporate Divestitures

• Management Buyouts

• Debt Financings & 
Restructurings

• Project Finance

• Management Buyouts

• Leveraged Buyouts

• Shareholder Value Analysis

• Strategic Partnerships & Joint 
Ventures

• Minority Stakes

• Partial Liquidity Events

• Recapitalizations

• Special Situations
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Process and Experience Deliver Results

Cascadia is a Highly Active 

Diversified Investment Bank

 Completed over 235 transactions with more than 
$7.7 billion in aggregate value

 Over $5.9 billion in total M&A transactions closed 
in the firm’s history 

 Over $1.8 billion in total capital raised in the firm’s 
history

Team Members Have                    

Deep Industry Expertise

 With bankers in 10 different industry verticals, we 
have the experience to offer industry breadth 
while maintaining sector depth

 Dedicated resource model with comprehensive 
vertical expertise from Managing Director to 
Analyst

We Differentiate Each Process       

With a Customized Approach

 We are thoughtful advisors who deliver a tailored 
process to suit the needs of our clients

 We understand the strategies of the 
counterparties, enabling us to tell them why they 
should be interested – allowing Cascadia to drive 
the transaction and maximize results

Our Experience and Approach 

Drive Results

 We have experience, industry focus and a 
differentiated process that drives success

 Our transactions are built upon delivering the best 
quantitative and qualitative terms with the most 
desirable counterparty
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Over $5.9 Billion in M&A Transactions

RECENT MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
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Over $1.8 Billion of Capital Raised 

RECENT PRIVATE PLACEMENTS
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Deep Vertical Market Expertise

Auto Aftermarket

Business Services

Consumer & Retail

Debt Capital Markets

Energy & Applied Technology

Food & Agribusiness

Healthcare & Digital Health

Industrials

Real Estate

Technology
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What Our Clients Say About Us

“Cascadia helped develop the confidence of  myself  

and my management team regarding a potential 

transaction. They walked us through 

the process step-by-step and 

supported our work at every point 

along the way.”

Joan Wellman | Founder
JWA Consulting

“Selling your company is time consuming, complex 

and emotional. Cascadia showed deep 

experience in our business and 

made the process very manageable.”

Mark Kettering  |  CEO & Founder
Brightlight Consulting, Inc.

“Cascadia has an incredible mix of  technology 

savvy, relentlessly practical advice, and nuanced 

delivery. Cascadia represented us far 

better than we could have ever 

done ourselves.”

Troy Davis  | CEO & Co-Founder 
PaperTrail

“We selected Cascadia Capital because of  their 

domain expertise.  Their experience in the pet industry 

helped us achieve our objectives and 

enabled us to exceed our 

shareholders expectations.”

Ed Ryan |  Chairman
Manna Pro

“Cascadia has become a trusted advisor as we 

continue to build companies and 

develop business in the 

energy sector.”

Kirt Montague | Founder & Former CEO
Prometheus Energy

“Cascadia’s knowledge of  the investors and 

Healthcare IT landscape proved 

immensely helpful in 

our process.”

David Lischner  |  CEO 
Valant
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Cascadia Capital Leadership Team

 Leading diversified investment 

bank advisory firm serving 

domestic and global clientele

 Coordinated delivery of 

appropriate expertise across the 

firm

 Strategic insight to assist in 

identifying and executing a range 

of alternatives

 12 Managing Directors in five 

cities

 46 investment banking 

professionals

 Over $7.7 billion in transaction 

value

Cascadia has a distinguished team 

of  investment banking 

professionals with expertise in a 

multitude of  industries and 

capital markets.
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P RO F ESSIO N AL F O C US
IN V ESTMEN T 

B A N K ING EXP .
P RIO R EXP . ED UC A TIO N

Michael Butler
Chairman/CEO
mbutler@cascadiacapital.com

(206) 436-2530

Food & Agribusiness 30+ years
• Managing Director, Lehman 

Brothers
• Principal, Morgan Stanley

MBA, (Wharton 
School of Business)
BA (University of 
Washington)

James Munyon
Senior Advisor
jmunyon@cascadiacapital.com

(785) 341 - 5418

Food & Agribusiness
2 years

(30+ years industry 
experience)

• CEO, AIB International 
• President, Simplot Food Group
• Vice President, Nestle

MS (Washington State 
University)
BS (Oregon State 
University)

Eric Coonrod*
Vice President
ecoonrod@cascadiacapital.com

(213) 236 – 3545

Food & Agribusiness 13 years

• Senior Vice President, FocalPoint 
Partners

• Vice President, CREO Capital 
Advisors

BSBA (Washington 
University in St. Louis

Jonny Locher
Analyst
jlocher@cascadiacapital.com

(206) 436 – 2532

Food & Agribusiness < 1 year • Intern, Gurtin Fixed Income
BA (Stanford 
University)

The Food & Agriculture Team

*Based in Los Angeles
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V.   RELEVANT CASE STUDIES
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Case Study – Seattle Cider Company & Two Beers Brewing

Overview

Situation

• While majority owned by the founder and CEO, the company had raised capital from a group of 

individual investors to help finance growth

• After achieving rapid growth, the CEO recognized that it was time to pursue a transaction in order to get 

liquidity while securing a partner who could provide resources to facilitate continued expansion in order 

to meet market demand

Cascadia Process

• Seattle Cider Company was founded in 2013 as the city’s first cidery since prohibition, producing a 

product focused on using only natural ingredients to produce a premium cider for a refined palate 

• Two Beers Brewing was founded in 2007 and now produces 14 unique beers including year round, 

seasonal and intricate infusions

• At the time of transaction, Seattle Cider and Two Beers were distributed in 12 and 4 states, respectively

• Cascadia and the CEO had a longstanding relationship, enabling Cascadia to understand the situation 

and selectively source the proper counterparty without a broad auction

• Agrial, a French agricultural farming cooperative, is a unique partner that will maintain brand and 

product integrity going forward, while also paying a market premium price

• After discussing broad deal terms on a preemptive basis, Cascadia ran a narrow marketing process to 

ensure market pricing then proceeded to negotiate and close the transaction with Agrial
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Case Study – DN2K

• DN2K develops and operates a machine-to-machine remote monitoring and management platform, 

providing its customers with the ability to track performance, monitor remote assets, and optimize 

operations through data analytics – all in real-time

• The Company’s cloud-based solution currently focuses on the Agriculture industry, serving as the central 

data hub for crop growers to interact with industry co-ops, data and service providers, and equipment 

manufacturers and distributors with the “push of a button”

Situation

Cascadia Process

Overview

• The Agriculture industry is currently plagued by inefficiencies, with vast amounts of neglected data 

generated each year; time and money are wasted on processing information that is both limited and 

impermanent, thus many growers do not begin to attempt handling the data produced by their operations

• The Company’s cloud-based solution, “MyAgCentral” allows customers to leverage data analytics, resulting 

in accessible and predictive knowledge that translates into better, more strategic decision-making

• DN2K’s solution has applicability to numerous verticals, yielding the opportunity to enter other markets 

through this investment, including Energy, Oil & Gas, and Healthcare

• Cascadia engaged with the company as its exclusive financial advisor and ran a targeted marketing effort to 

a select number of potential counterparties with knowledge in the space, drawing on a number of 

Cascadia’s preexisting relationships that had strategic potential
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Case Study – Phytelligence

• Phytelligence is a biotechnology company  that is changing the way food is grown by disrupting conventional 

growing techniques with a proprietary tissue culture process

• The Company primarily provides tissue cultured propagated plants to fruit growers in the Pacific Northwest

Situation

Cascadia Process

Overview

• Farmers, particularly of value added crops, are currently faced with a shortfall of tree supplies – especially 

given changing consumer tastes and acre turnover

• Phytelligence was and continues to be uniquely situated to bridge the supply demand gap and was at an 

inflection point

• The Company was looking for a capital partner to help Phytelligence expand its laboratory footprint so that 

it can propagate plants to meet demand

• Cascadia leveraged its relationships with financial investors focused on the food & agriculture sector as well as 

relationships with major, regional growers to raise capital for Phytelligence

Complete
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Case Study – Project Spud

• Cascadia is running a very targeted process while working collaboratively with management to identify only 

the highest priority, highest value buyers

• At present, Cascadia is providing valuation negotiation support with the unsolicited bidder to optimize terms 

and discussing the opportunity with a select number of other likely strategic buyers

• Cascadia’s client is a leading provider of appetizer potato products to retail, restaurants and food services
• The Company is founder owned with several family members working with the business

Overview

Situation

• After Spud received an unsolicited bid from a large strategic buyer, Cascadia was engaged to evaluate and 

negotiate terms while conducting a focused market check to other potential high value buyers

• Cascadia is in advanced conversations with two counterparties: a strategic buyer and a financial sponsor 

leveraging a local operating partner

Cascadia Process

Current

Project 
Spud
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Helac Corporation – Case Study

• Cascadia ran a targeted process reaching out to a select group of strategic and sponsor-backed buyers
• Cascadia focused buyers on Helac’s premium actuator product suite, known and respected brands, unique 

technology, place in the design cycle and sticky customer base
• In order to drive valuation while reducing the timeline to close, Helac elected to forgo management 

presentations and sign an LOI with the leading bidder
• Helac was acquired by Parker Hannifin Corporation (NYSE:  PH) through its Hydraulics Group.  The 

acquisitions strengthens Parker’s position in key growth markets and expand the reach of Helac’s products 
through the Parker’s geographic footprint and distribution channels 

• Helac provides hydraulic rotary actuators for mobile capital equipment within the energy, construction, 
material handling, marine, mining and agriculture sectors

• The Company is split into two divisions one based in Enumclaw, Washington and the other in Switzerland
• Helac’s products are highly differentiated within their unique niche resulting in sticky customer relationships 

and sector leading margins
• The Company sells its products under its leading brands HELAC and POWERTILT

Overview

Situation

• The Company’s family shareholders were looking for liquidity and to transition out of the business
• Cascadia was engaged by Helac to pursue a full sale process targeting large strategic and sponsor backed 

buyers who would be willing to replace the management team while recognizing the strategic value, and 
innovative engineered products the company manufactures.

Cascadia Process


